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BEYOND
Christine Sehnaoui:
original sax manifestations

Call it what you will—electro-acoustic
improv, lowercase sound—but an
ever-expanding scene of abstract
sound sculptors and extended technique maestros continues to expand
as an international phenomenon.
Because, in theory, this stuff is idiomfree, there’s no need for any translation. On Hatali Atsalei (Intransitive
031; 33:02) ★★★★ veteran French musique
concrete practitioner Lionel Marchetti and
the Japanese vocalist/percussionist Seijiro
Murayama (a veteran of the noise rock
band ANP with K.K. Null) draw inspiration
from the titular ancient Greek ritual, reducing music to the most basic elements.
Marchetti unleashes sounds of fire, water,
air and various solids with a tactile collaged
result. Murayama scrapes and beats some
deep timbral groans from his drums, and
he makes crazy sounds with his voice,
although I can’t be sure if the dog-like yelps
are him or if they’re on tape. This is a powerful and evocative sonic trip that’ll keep
you on the edge of your seat.
Ordering info: brainwashed.com/intransitive

You can tell that French-Lebanese reedist
Christine Sehnaoui is actually playing a sax
on her album Solo (Olof Bright 19; 30:30)
★★★★ but she’s forged remarkably original
manifestations of its sound, devising a
more malleable saxophonic analog to the
radical improvising of trumpeters like Axel
Dörner and Franz Hautzinger. Her rich
palette incorporates nifty tonguing tricks,
vocalization, unpitched breaths and spittleflecked growls, but she also masterfully
works the extreme upper register of her
alto, layering a high-pitched tone with shadowy breaths to create a weird harmony.
Ordering info: olofbright.com

The amplified saxophones of Sweden’s
Martin Küchen are manifested in subtle,
vaguely recognizable long tones as well as
more familiar post-Evan Parker jags on
Guardaropa Open/Closed (Kning Disk 028;
37:25) ★★★1/2, the latest album by his duo
with guitarist David Stackenäs called
Agape. Locating the provenance of these
sounds isn’t the object. Stackenäs has
developed a sophisticated approach to
playing his instrument with mini-fans, so
the whir of the fans and the thwapping of
strings weaves in and out of the proceedings in ever-changing densities and intensities, but he does a bit of strumming, too.
Küchen, who is also credited with zither,
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“pepperoni-box and preparations,” is the
wild card, grinding out sympathetic tangles
of gnarled string sounds and elusive scraping and rubbing.
Ordering info: kningdisk.com

The sounds on Doppelgänger (Creative
Sources 103; 50:17) ★★★1/2 churn through a
mixture of breathing and scraping, as a
variety of steady drones or cumulous tones
are punctured by more concrete utterances.
German trumpeter Birgit Ulher drops in
ultra-puckered brass smacks while
Portuguese violist Ernesto Rodrigues saws
away at his strings. Both deliver expressions that eschew the traditional palette of
their instruments. Carlos Santos, also from
Portugal, holds it all together, sampling the
live output of his partners into an airy canvas and providing the perfect backdrop.
Ordering info: creativesourcesrec.com

Americans Kevin Parks and Joe Foster
recorded Ipsi Sibi Somnia Fingunt (selfreleased; 64:51) ★★★★ in Seoul, South
Korea, where the former lives and the latter
often visits, but its contents sound more like
they’re from outer space. An ever-shifting
array of drones, echo-laden blurts of electronic noise, close-miked metallic clanking
and atmospheric trumpet lines (played by
Foster) largely extended and warped by
electronic treatments. In fact, everything
sounds rigorously processed to generate a
wonderfully unpredictable flow of music.
British violinist Angharad Davies and
Copenhagen-based inside-the-piano tinkerer Tisha Mukarji create a low-key symphony of excited strings on Endspace (Another
Timbre 05; 37:53) ★★★★, a rolling shuffle of
reverberant long tones, upper-register
screech, and terse plucks and plinks. The
five pieces proceed with a stately continuity, and despite the fact that the music is
improvised, it’s hard not to hear connections of the compositions to the New York
school. The explorations suggest a keen
sense of curiosity, but never at the expense
of careful articulation.
DB
Ordering info: anothertimbre.com
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